
Agents as 
Web Services

A recent minor encounter with my local
medical system produced the following
flurry of mail: I received bills from the doc-

tor, the medical lab, the hospital, the specialist, and
another bill from the hospital, then a refund from
the doctor, a form to verify a procedure (which was
disallowed, in spite of prior assurances from the
doctor), and another bill as reimbursement for the
procedure that was no longer covered by insur-
ance. My insurance provider has strict rules about
covered procedures, co-payments, and deductibles
in various categories, but these rules are difficult
to understand and not easily discovered by my
local healthcare providers.

What does this have to do with Web services?
Well, the organizations participating in my medical
encounter might have implemented their capabili-
ties as online Web services. By invoking each other’s
functionalities, the Web services could have deter-
mined the covered procedures, the insurance pay-
ments, and the correct amount to be paid to each
healthcare provider. I would have received a single
statement and could have then authorized auto-
matic debits from my bank account, avoiding the
blizzard of paperwork that I have just weathered.

Web Services
Given the potential this example illustrates, Web
services are the hottest trend in information tech-
nology. Hardly a computer magazine drops
through my mail slot today that doesn’t feature
them. And why not? Web services are XML-based,
work through firewalls, are lightweight, and are
supported by all software companies. They are a
key component of Microsoft’s .NET initiative and
are deemed essential to the business directions
charted by IBM, Sun, and SAP. 

Web services are also central to the envisioned
Semantic Web, which is what the World Wide Web
is evolving into. But the Semantic Web is a friend-
ly environment for software agents, which will add

capabilities and functionality to the Web. How will
agents and Web services relate?

The Semantic Web
The Web was designed for humans. It is based on a
simple concept: information consists of pages of
text and graphics that contain links. Each link
leads to another page of information, with all of
the pages intended for viewing by a person. The
constructs used to describe and encode a page —
the Hypertext Markup Language (html) — describe
the page’s appearance, but not its contents. By
contrast, software agents don’t care about the
appearance, but only the contents.

Some agents, however, use the Web as it is now.
Take the shopbot, an agent that visits online retail-
er catalogs and returns the prices asked for items
users might want to buy. Shopbots operate by a
form of screen-scraping, in which they download
catalog pages and search first for the name of an
item of interest and then for the nearest set of char-
acters that has a dollar sign, which presumably is
the item’s price. The shopbots also might submit the
same forms that a human would likely submit and
then parse the returned pages that merchants expect
that humans are viewing. The Semantic Web1 will
make the Web more accessible to agents by making
use of semantic constructs, such as ontologies rep-
resented in well-established languages, so that
agents can understand what is on a page.

Current Standards
for Web Services
Web services are currently based on the triad of
functionalities depicted in Figure 1 (next page).
The architecture for Web services rests on princi-
ples and standards for connection, communication,
description, and discovery:

� The eXtensible Modeling Language (XML) pro-
vides the common language service providers
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and requestors need to connect and
exchange information. 

� The Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) provides the common pro-
tocol systems need to communicate
with each other so that they can
request services, such as to sched-
ule appointments, order parts, and
deliver information.2

� The Web Services Description Lan-
guage (WSDL) describes the ser-
vices in a machine-readable form,
where the names of functions, their
required parameters, and their
results can be specified. 

� Finally, Universal Description, Dis-
covery, and Integration (UDDI)
gives clients — users and businesses
— a way to find needed services by
specifying a registry or “yellow
pages” of services.

Besides standards for XML, SOAP, WSDL,
and UDDI, Web service developers and
users need to agree broadly on the
semantics of specific domains. The
Resource Description Framework (RDF),3,4

the DARPA Agent Modeling Language
(DAML), and, more generally, ontologies5

support such broad agreement.

Directory Services
A directory service lets components
and participants locate each other,
where the components and partici-
pants might be applications, agents,

Web service providers, Web service
requestors, people, objects, or proce-
dures. The two general types of direc-
tories, determined by how entries are
found in the directory, are name
servers or white pages, which list
entries by name, and yellow pages,
which list entries by their characteris-
tics and capabilities.

Implementing a basic directory is a
simple database-like mechanism that
lets participants insert descriptions of
the services they offer and query for
services offered by other participants. A
more advanced directory might be more
active than others, in that it might pro-
vide not only a search service, but also
a brokering or facilitating service. For
example, a participant might request a
brokerage service to recruit one or more
agents that can answer a query. The
brokerage service would use knowledge
about the requirements and capabilities
of registered service providers to deter-
mine the appropriate providers to which
to forward a query. It would then send
the query to those providers, return
their answers to the original requestor,
and learn about the properties of the
responses it passes on. For example, the
brokerage service might determine that
advertised results from provider X are
incomplete and so seek out a substitute
for provider X.

UDDI is itself a Web service that is
based on XML and SOAP. It provides

both white-pages and yellow-pages
services, but not a brokering or facili-
tating service.

Agents Versus Web
Services
Typical agent architectures have many
of the same features as Web services.
Agent architectures provide yellow- and
white-pages directories, where agents
advertise their distinct functionalities
and other agents search to locate the
agents so they can request those func-
tionalities. However, agents extend Web
services in several important ways:

� A Web service knows only about
itself, but not about its users,
clients, or customers. Agents are
often self-aware at a metalevel,
and through learning and model
building gain awareness of other
agents and their capabilities as
interactions among the agents
occur. Without such awareness, a
Web service could not capitalize on
new capabilities in its environment
or customize its service to a client,
such as by providing improved ser-
vices to repeat customers.

� Web services, unlike agents, are not
designed to use and reconcile
ontologies. If a service’s client and
provider happen to use different
ontologies, the result of invoking
the Web service would be incom-
prehensible to the client.

� Agents are inherently communica-
tive, whereas Web services are pas-
sive until invoked. Agents can pro-
vide alerts and updates when new
information becomes available.
Current standards and protocols
make no provision for even sub-
scribing to a service to receive peri-
odic updates.

� A Web service, as currently defined
and used, is not autonomous.
Autonomy is a characteristic of
agents, and it is also a characteris-
tic of many envisioned Internet-
based applications. Among agents,
autonomy generally refers to social
autonomy, where an agent is aware
of its colleagues and is sociable,
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Figure 1.Web services rely on the functionalities of publish, find, and bind. The
equivalent agent-based functionalities are shown in parentheses, and all interac-
tions are via an agent-communication language (ACL).



but nevertheless exercises its inde-
pendence in certain circumstances.
Autonomy is in natural tension
with coordination or with the high-
er-level notion of a commitment.
To be coordinated with other
agents or to keep its commitments,
an agent must relinquish some of
its autonomy. However, an agent
that is sociable and responsible can
still be autonomous. It would
attempt to coordinate with others
where appropriate and to keep its
commitments as much as possible,
but it would exercise its autonomy
in entering into those commit-
ments in the first place.

� Agents are cooperative, and by
forming teams and coalitions can
provide higher-level and more com-
prehensive services. Current stan-
dards for Web services do not pro-
vide for composing functionalities.

Composing
Cooperative Services
Imagine that a merchant would like to
empower a customer to track the ship-
ping of a sold item. Currently, the best
the merchant can do is to point the
customer to the shipper’s Web site,
which the customer can check for

delivery status. If the merchant could
compose its own production notifica-
tion system with the shipper’s Web
services, the result would be a cus-
tomized delivery notification service
by which the customer — or the cus-
tomer’s agents — could find a pur-
chase’s status in real time. 

As Web uses (and thus Web interac-
tions) become more complex, having
one server provide a total solution will
become increasingly difficult, as will
having one client integrate solutions
from many servers. Web services cur-
rently involve a single client accessing
a single server, but soon applications
will demand federated servers with
multiple clients sharing results. Coop-
erative peer-to-peer solutions will
have to be managed, an area in which
agents have excelled. In doing so,
agents can balance cooperation with
their owner’s interests.

Conclusion
Web services are extremely flexible.
Most advantageously, a developer of
Web services need not know who or
what will use the services being pro-
vided. They can be used to tie together
a single company’s internal information
systems or the interoperational systems

of virtual enterprises. But how Web ser-
vices tie the systems together — likely
by using agents — is a current topic of
research. Someday, the agent-based
Web services might even make sense
out of the bills and notices I receive
from the healthcare industry.
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